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Abstract 

 

The purpose of my reference desk observation, conducted on Wednesday, September 9th from 11 am to 

2 pm at the Central Campus Library of Central Piedmont Community College (CPCC), was to watch what 

goes on at a library reference desk and relate my observations to the Guidelines for Behavioral 

Performance of Reference and Information Service Providers (RUSA, 2004).   This paper is divided into 

the following sections: a description which includes the reference area layout and positioning, the type 

of library and kinds of patrons and my observations broken into the sections of the RUSA Guidelines. A 

short summary concludes the paper.  A map of the campus and a layout of the library floor plan are also 

included at the end.   
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DESCRIPTION 

Reference area layout and positioning   

The Central Campus Library is housed in the Richard H. Hagemeyer Learning Resources Center located in 

the center of the Central Campus of CPCC.  The library is a four floor building housing over 100,000 

books, 700 periodicals, 13,000 non print materials and over 700 telecourse tapes.  Upon entering the 

building, the circulation desk is directly in front with a coffee shop to the left and reading/leisure area to 

the right.  A diagram of the floor layout is attached (Central Campus Library Floorplans).  I did not see 

any signage directing patrons to the reference area.  However, to the left were hanging signs for the 

“Reference Books” area.  Directly ahead is the reference desk.   The layout of the reference area and the 

position of the reference desk is an important part of my observation because the library has recently 

rearranged the space. 

Signage for the reference desk is on the wall to the right, where the reference desk used to be 

positioned.   The reference desk currently faces six rows of tables with 6 to 8 computer terminals on 

each row.  There are comfortable seats along the right wall for patrons to wait for available computers.  

The previous arrangement had long rows of computers facing the back wall of windows.  There are four 

“community use” computers with minimal computer access directly in front of the desk.  Anyone 

showing identification can use these computers.  Although there isn’t any signage, these computers 

time out after an hour.  One patron was angered that his computer timed out as he was apparently 

taking a test.  

The new layout resolves previous problems with patrons gathering behind the circular brick walls of the 

stairwells. Patrons were either making too much noise or accessing inappropriate websites, specifically 

porn.  This lab area is considered an “open lab” where patrons are allowed access to social networking 

sites.  There are two other computer labs, one on the 2nd floor and another on the 4th floor.  Patrons in 

these “academic labs” are not allowed to access social networking sites.  While the “open lab” had two 

librarians scheduled for the time I was observing, the “academic” labs do not necessarily have a librarian 

available for reference service.   

During my observation, the computers were almost always full with a few people waiting.  Everyone was 

busy and it was very quiet.  When I walked through the “reference books” area and the “journals and 

magazines” area, there weren’t any patrons.  I did not go to any other floors for my observation.  

Type of library and kinds of patrons  

Technically, the CPCC library would be considered an academic library. However, in reality it is a hybrid 

between a public and an academic library based on patron demographics and the kinds of questions 

asked of the librarians.  In contrast to CPCC’s satellite campuses which each have their own libraries, the 

central campus is very much an urban rather than suburban college campus.  The librarians deal with 

homeless and jail release people in addition to high school students, traditional 2 year college students, 

people preparing to return to the workforce and adults laid off from their jobs.  The librarians help 
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patrons who have never used a computer to those with fairly sophisticated technical questions.  Most of 

the questions asked of the librarians during my observation dealt with software problems.   

RUSA GUIDELINES (RUSA, 2004) 

During my observation, I watched four librarians who rotated through the reference desk and met the 

Senior Librarian, Elaine Kushmaul.  The librarians wore pins with their names which helped identify them 

as CPCC staff.  Each librarian has subject specialties and coordinates with those departments.  In 

addition to rotating within the Central Campus library, the librarians also rotate to one of the other 

CPCC campuses. 

1.0  Approachability 

Because of the layout, the steady flow of patrons coming in and out of the area are far enough away 

from the desk that patrons don’t look towards the librarians and the librarians are primarily directing 

their attention to the area in front of the desk.  However, as I entered the area, I was greeted on arrival 

at the desk with direct eye contact by a smiling librarian. My observations relating to approachability 

follow: 

 One librarian would periodically stand to look out over the area or sit leaning forward, looking 

out.  When a patron approached the desk, she often would stand up to face the patron and ask 

“Can I help you?”  This same librarian did “rove” the sea of computers but I wasn’t sure whether 

it was to assist patrons or to make sure they weren’t accessing inappropriate sites.  Perhaps she 

was doing both activities. 

 

 None of the librarians were working on anything extensive that kept their attention from 

approaching patrons.  Even while giving me some background information, one librarian 

repositioned herself to be available to patrons while continuing our conversation.  There was 

one instance when a patron who came to the desk to use a stapler looked for eye contact with a 

librarian.  At that moment, both librarians happened to be on their computers and did not 

realize he wanted something besides the stapler.    

 

 

 Most of the time there were two librarians at the desk.  Around 2 o’clock, there was only one 

librarian.  There was always one librarian at the desk except for a few minutes when one 

librarian went to unlock the door to the men’s bathroom for a patron and the other librarian 

just left the desk and walked off towards the circulation desk. A patron did come to the desk 

looking for a librarian during that time but came back when one returned. 

 

 While the room was always full and busy, patrons with questions came primarily one at a time. 

At the busiest point, there were three people standing at the desk waiting for service.  The 

librarian did an excellent job of asking questions to triage those patrons.  The librarian came out 

from behind the desk to meet the patrons and prioritized their requests.   
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2.0  Interest 

All of the librarians demonstrated interest in the patron’s questions.  As mentioned in the 

approachability section, many of the same behaviors of smiling, continuing eye contact, standing to talk 

with the patron, using a friendly and helpful tone of voice, and asking follow up questions showed 

interest.    Always, the librarians would follow the patron back to their computer to help answer a 

question.  I also observed a librarian squatting down to look directly at the patron while helping them 

work on a problem on their computer.   

3.0  Listening/Inquiring 

One disadvantage of an observation is not being in the conversation.  Especially at the CPCC desk, 

patrons quietly asked their questions of the librarians.  It was hard to hear exactly how the reference 

interview was conducted and I may have missed some of the conversation.  However, most of the 

questions asked of these librarians did not need an extensive reference interview.     

4.0  Searching 

Since the majority of questions were not “typical” reference queries, I asked if they got many questions 

from the reference book area. The librarians told me that reference questions are somewhat cyclical 

depending on class assignments.   Some teachers require students to use specific reference resources so 

they’ll get questions from those students.  Most patrons’ queries were more like “How do I print my 

document?” “I can’t get the headings to work correctly,” or “Is it possible to print an article on 

blackboard more clearly?”  These types of questions didn’t need a search strategy. There were three 

examples of times when the librarians did search for an answer. 

 Phone query.  The librarians received a ready reference question from a librarian at a satellite 

campus asking for a particular reference that was located on the desk.  The librarian pulled the 

book, easily found the answer, and walked through the section verbally with the caller. 

 

 MLA citation query.  One of the librarians was asked a citation question.  She pulled the MLA 

manual (not noticing the inserted papers) on the desk.  She was hesitant to use the manual 

because it seemed dated but later she noticed the inserted papers that referred to the Purdue 

Owl website and included an update.  Both librarians went to help the patron. 

 

 

 Career question.  A patron asked one librarian about articles on dental careers.  The librarian 

turned the computer screen around to the patron and walked him through how to access the 

databases. He also referred the patron to The Occupational Outlook Handbook that was on the 

desk but the patron clarified that he wanted magazine articles about being a dentist.  The 

librarian then walked the patron to the journals and magazine area and showed the patron 

relevant magazines.  
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5.0  Follow-up 

Because of the nature of inquiries, follow-up was pretty straight forward.  All the librarians checked with 

the patron to see if the document printed out or whether it was more readable. Lots of questions about 

borrowing supplies such as scissors, dry erase marker or adding more paper to the printer didn’t need 

follow-up. 

The following is one example of an excellent interaction and follow-up by the librarians.   

 A student came to the desk with a reader that had a memory chip of his oral presentation.  It 

wasn’t working. The librarian tested it in his computer, turned the monitor to the student so 

that he could see, and then sent the student to the Circulation Desk to check out one of the 

library’s readers.  The librarian told the patron, “Leave your stuff at the computer and come on 

back.”  After the student tried out the new reader, the librarian followed up with “Is it working?  

Can you hear the presentation?”  When they realized there wasn’t sound, the librarian went 

around the back of the computer and plugged in the ear plugs so the patron could hear. The 

other librarian reconfirmed that the problem was the reader.  Both librarians said goodbye to 

the patron when he left.  

SUMMARY 

I was surprised that the reference librarians at CPCC dealt so much with computer related questions 

rather than traditional reference questions.  It was a busy place with students waiting for computers.  

From my observations, the librarians did a good job of using the RUSA Guidelines in their interactions 

with patrons.  They were also kind to show me some of the software tools they use such as Footprints to 

log reference desk issues, italc which enables the librarians to see all the computer screens on their 

monitor (and email anyone accessing a questionable site), and  the ready reference source 

CredoReference, which they would like to subscribe.  I appreciated having the opportunity to observe 

the reference librarians at CPCC.    
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The floor plan of the first floor of the Central Campus Library at Central Piedmont Community College 

(Central Campus Library Floorplans) 
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        Map of Central Piedmont Community College’s Central Campus ( Campus Map) 
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